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OUR HERITAGE

In 1980, a small office along Kirinyaga road in Nairobi 

CBD was rented by three brothers who had a vision 

for excellence in craftsmanship. Ashut Engineers 

was brought to life and became known for its quality 

products that ranged from metal work to plastics.  

Through the decades, our craft grew, and we began 

to work with high quality wood, advancing our 

expertise in craftsmanship. We are now one of the 

most sophisticated furniture stores in Kenya, with a 

vision to not only design beautiful bespoke pieces, 

but to craft them to last a century.
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 4   LIVING ROOM 
  Sofas  /  Accent Chairs  /  Ottomans   /  Coffe Tables & 

Stools  /  TV cabinets  /  Consoles   /  Bar Tables, Stools & 

Counters  /  Book Shelves

 32  DINING 
  Dinning Chairs  /  Tables  /  Cabinets  /  Side Boards

 46  BEDROOM 
Beds  /  Bedside Cabinets  /  Chest Drawers   /  Closets   /  

Mirrors  /  Dressing Tables   /  Shoe Racks               

60  KIDS ROOM 
 Baby Cots  /  Seating  /  Study Table  /  White Furniture

WE NOT ONLY 
SHARE YOUR 
PASSION FOR 
BESPOKE 
DESIGN, WE 
PAY ATTENTION 
TO THE FINEST 
DETAILS.
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LIVING ROOM
FURNITURE
Whether you’re curling up with a good book or hosting a 
fabulous wine and cheese party, lounge luxuriously. 
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SOFAS

7

DALLAS SOFA 3 SEATER
The durable Dallas sofa is made of solid mahogany, with high density foam 
and rapid rebound so the cushions retain their shape and can be designed 

with any upholstery of your choice. Also available in 2 and single seaters. 

DIMENSIONS: 980 mm x 460 mm seat (H) x 760 mm (D) x 2050 mm (W)  
CODE: DALLAS - 3s

DALLAS SOFA 2 SEATER 
Made of solid mahogany, with high density foam and rapid rebound so the 

cushions retain their shape, the Dallas 2 seater will become a classic addition 
to your home to last you decades. Available in 3 and single seaters.

DIMENSIONS: 980 mm x 460 mm seat (H) x 760 mm (D) x 1600 mm (W)  
CODE: DALLAS - 2s

KATRINA 2 SEATER 
Perfect for two or to expand your seating options, the Katrina 2-seater is built 
with a solid hardwood frame and upholstered in smooth, easy-to-maintain 

fabric. Also available in 3 and single seaters. 

DIMENSIONS: 820 mm (H) x 1620 mm (W) x 750 mm (D)   
CODE: KATRINA - 2s

MALIA L-SHAPED SOFA  
Ultimate comfort and beautiful structure make the Malia L-shaped, a dream. 
With detachable cushions, sturdy hardwood and dry Cyprus wood, you will 

be lounging on this sofa for years to come. 

DIMENSIONS: 910 mm x 480 mm seat (H) x 2300 mm (W) x 1600 mm (D)   
CODE: Malia Sofa - ST13

Ksh. 160,000 (Inc.) Ksh. 176,000 (Inc.)

Ksh. 176, 000 (Inc.) Ksh. 148,500 (Inc.)
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CAMILLA SOFA 2 SEATER 
Inspired by classical details, the Camilla is designed for those who love 
elegance. Characterized by stitch details and elegant arm structure, it 

speaks to your own sophistication. Also available in 3 and single seaters. 

CAMILLA - 2S - ST13-1

CHESTERFIELD 3 SEATER SOFA 
The Chesterfield is a timeless classic. From the stylish tufted design, the metallic 

rivet accents and the rich fabric upholstery, you’ll want to sink into this all day. 
Also available in 2 and single seaters. 

DIMENSIONS: 700 mm x 480 mm seat (H) x 800 mm (W) x 580 mm (D)  
CODE: CHESTERFIELD - 3s

KATRINA 3 SEATER SOFA  
With a solid hardwood frame, plush upholstery and metallic rivets, the 

Katrina is a stylish piece that stays durable and in style for decades. Also 
available in 2 and single seaters.

DIMENSIONS: 820 mm x 460 mm (H) x 2300 mm (W) x750 mm (D)  
CODE: KATRINA - 3s

ACCENT 
CHAIRS

Ksh. 148,000 (Inc) Ksh. 160,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 176,000 (Inc)
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DEKA ACCENT CHAIR
For a little more support and structure, the Deka accent chair 
is an excellent choice. With a seasoned mahogany and thick 

foam cushions, this delightful design offers total comfort. 

DIMENSIONS: 750 mm (H) x 840 mm (W) x 560 mm (D)  
CODE: Deka OC - ST13

CARLOS 2 SEATER ACCENT CHAIR
Embrace new striking design with the Carlos 2 seater. Comes with 

thickly padded foam cushion and a beautifully curved wooden back and 
customizable upholstery that will blend right into your space. 

DIMENSIONS: 780 mm (H) x 1320 mm (W) x 610 mm (D) 
CODE: Carlos Ac 2s - ST13

LOUIS OCCASIONAL ACCENT CHAIR
The Louis Occasional oozes timeless charm. With detailed wood legs 
and armrests in solid hardwood, padded foam seat, wrapped arms 

and a cushioned back, you will be lounging in this a little more than 
occasionally. 

DIMENSIONS: 900 mm x 500 mm seat (H) x 690 mm (W) x 550 mm (D) 
CODE: LOUIS XVI – Achair

GRAYCIE WING CHAIR
Add style and exceptionality to your space with our Graycie wing chair. The firm 
cushioning and soft upholstery are perfect for living rooms or as accent chairs 

for bedrooms or home office spaces.

DIMENSIONS: 1280 mm (H) x 750 mm (W)x 590 mm (D) 
CODE: Graycie WC - ST13

CHESTERFIELD MID-BACK CHAIR
The Chesterfield mid-back is both generously proportioned and inviting. 

With a button-tuffed back, padded arms and a large seat area, you can kick 
back and enjoy maximum comfort. 

DIMENSIONS: 860 mm x 460 mm seat (H) x 1100 mm (W) x 570 mm (D) 
CODE: CHESTERFIELD -1s

MALIK TUB CHAIR
Innovatively crafted with a strong mahogany wooden structure and dry Cyprus 
wood inside, the Malik tub envelopes you every time in its welcoming embrace.

DIMENSIONS: 820 mm (H) x 680 mm (W) x 650 mm (D)  
CODE: Malik TC - ST13

KATRINA 1 SEATER
With comfortable padded arms, a high back and a deep nest-like seat, the 

Katrina will wrap you up in its cosiness any day while its fabric is easy to look 
after. Also available in 3 and 2 seaters.

DIMENSIONS: 820 mm x 460 mm seat (H) x 1000 mm (W) x 750 mm (D) 
CODE: Katrina 1S - ST13-1

Ksh. 72,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 63,000 (Inc) Ksh. 92,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 86,000 (Inc) Ksh. 88,000 (Inc)

DALLAS SOFA 1 SEATERZ
The durable dallas sofa is made of solid mahogany, with high density 

foam and rapid rebound so the cushions retain their shape and can be 
designed with any upholstery of your choice. Available in 3 and 2 seaters.

DIMENSIONS: 980 mm (H) x 400 mm seat (H) x 700 mm (D) 

x 1000 mm (W) 
CODE: Carlos Ac 2s - ST13

Ksh. 85,000 (Inc) Ksh. 85,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 55,000 (Inc)
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ELSIE WING CHAIR
This piece speaks to our unique craftsmanship with its solid, curved frame, 

thick foam cushioning and a high back. The linen upholstery comes in a 
pretty pastel blue and will add sophistication to any room. 

DIMENSIONS: 1010 mm x 450 mm seat (H) x 680 mm (W) x 580 mm (D) 
CODE: ELSIE WING BC - ST13

ADANA LOUNGE CHAIR
The stunning Adana is made with a smooth curved design, high back and foam padding, perfect 

as an accent piece for your space. Available in a range of colours to suit your décor theme. 

DIMENSIONS: 920 mm (H) x 730 mm (W) x 570 mm (D) 
CODE: Adana LC - ST13

CHAISE LOUNGE CHAIR 
Our luxurious chaise lounge transitions seamlessly between any of your living spaces. The 

delicately curved shape, foam cushion and pleasing colour are so inviting you won’t be 
able to resist a little lounging.  

DIMENSIONS: 720 mm (H) x 1920 mm (W) x 680 mm (D)  
CODE: Chaise LSOFA

LOUNGER
JULIA WING CHAIR

The classic shape of the Julia will make you feel like royalty. With softly 
rounded arms, foam seat, back and cushions and vibrant upholstery, you’ll 

want to lounge for just a little longer. 

DIMENSIONS: 1050 mm (H) x 820 mm (W) x 520 mm (D) 
CODE: Julia WC - ST13

Ksh. 72,000 (Inc) Ksh. 86,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 99,000 (Inc) Ksh. 148,000 (Inc)
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OTTOMANS/
STOOLS

ALASKA OTTOMAN STOOL
The Alaska is a stylish mahogany-crafted piece with deep buttons and high-quality 

fabric that can be paired with any seat to make a sophisticated statement.

DIMENSIONS: 450 mm (H) x 810 mm (l) x 540 mm 
CODE: Alaska CTO -ST 13

AMELIA OTTOMAN STOOL
Pair your sofa or accent chair with a piece that adds class but never 

clutters the aesthetic. The Amelia is inspired by simplicity and elegance. 

DIMENSIONS: 450 mm (H) x 810 mm (l) x 540 mm 
CODE: Amelia Om Stool - ST13

VICTORIA BENCH
Indulge in this classical design that adds simple flair that never goes out of style. The 

Victoria bench is made of thick foam and beautiful dark mahogany.

DIMENSIONS: 450 mm (H) x 810 mm (l) x 540 mm  
CODE: Victoria bench -ST 13

Ksh. 27,500 (Inc) Ksh. 27,500 (Inc)

Ksh. 27,500 (Inc)
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CAMILLA OTTOMAN STOOL
The Camilla will be the final cosy touch to your space. Made of well-seasoned solid wood, 

firm cushions and high-quality fabrics that only get more comfortable with time.

DIMENSIONS: 450 mm (H) x 810 mm (L)  
CODE: Camilla Om Stool - ST13

ELSIE OTTOMAN STOOL
Complement your sofa or accent chair with the Elise. It is carefully crafted with sturdy 

mahogany and a foam cushion covered with thick beautiful upholstery.

DIMENSIONS: 450 mm (H) x 810 mm (L) x 540 mm (W) 
CODE: Elsie Om Stool - ST13

KYLIE OTTOMAN SCHOOL
Brighten your space with the Kylie ottoman. Its classic sturdy design and beautifully 

textured fabric is sure to keep your eye lingering.

DIMENSIONS: 450 mm (H) x 810 mm (l) x 540 mm  
CODE: Kylie OS - ST13 

COFFEE 
TABLES

Ksh. 27,500 (Inc)

Ksh. 27,000 (Inc)Ksh. 38,000 (Inc)
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ABELA COFFEE TABLE
The Abela is built from properly seasoned mahogany and luxuriously 
details legs that will transform the centrepiece of your living space.

DIMENSIONS: 470 mm (H) x 1210 mm (L) x 900 mm (W)  
CODE: Abella CT - ST13

MALIK COFFEE TABLE
Made with a hidden shelf underneath, the Malik is perfect for spaces that need a little 
extra space. The rich mahogany surface is finished with that naturally beautiful look. 

DIMENSIONS: 450 mm (H) x 460 mm Radius   
CODE: Malik RCT - ST13

MOCCA COFFEE TABLE
This classically designed Mocca table makes a bold statement about your style and taste. The solid 

mahogany structure, intricately crafted stand and smooth glass top are the height of sophistication. 

CODE: Moca CT - ST 13

VICTORIA COFFEE TABLE
Bring a refined and luxurious feel to your space with the 

Victoria. Crafted in beautiful mahogany that remains a true 
classic. 

CODE: VICTORIA CT - ST13

DURBAN COFFEE TABLE
The Durban boasts a beautiful square theme that runs through the design. Made with 

seasoned mahogany, it has a nifty shelve underneath to keep things tidy. 

DIMENSIONS: 460 mm (H) x 1240 mm (L) x 770 mm (W)  
CODE: Durban CT - ST 13

SERBIA COFFEE TABLE
This avant-garde Serbia table with its striking curved and straight lines are inspired by 
modern contemporary art. Made of solid mahogany and screws used for joints, it is not 

only beautiful but durable.

DIMENSIONS: 400 mm (H) x 1010 mm (L) x 610 mm (W)  
CODE: Serbia CT - ST14

ABELLA COFFEE STOOL
Made with artistically sectioned mahogany and cypress wood in different 

hues, the Abella stool is perfect for any eclectic or classic décor theme.

DIMENSIONS: 510 mm (H) x 510 mm (W) x 510 (L)   
CODE: Abella CS - ST13 

Ksh. 66,000 (Inc) Ksh. 93,500 (Inc)

Ksh. 50,000 (Inc)Ksh. 66,000 (Inc)Ksh. 60,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 66,000 (Inc) Ksh. 85,500 (Inc)
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CONSOLE 
TABLES

AYAN CONSOLE TABLE
Everything from the lattice work on the legs to the slim table-top and the rich dark 
wood make the Ayan table a perfect statement piece for any living room or hallway. 

DIMENSIONS: 760 mm (H) x 1220 mm (L) x 457 mm (W) 
CODE: Ayan CT - ST13 – 1

ACCRA CONSOLE TABLE
With its delicate leg design to its solid quality wood structure, the Accra stands the test 
of time. Two slim drawers with polished metal handles are added for a little more room. 

DIMENSIONS: 760 mm (H) x 1500 mm (L) x 465 mm (W) 
CODE: Accra CT ND - ST13

AZURA CONSOLE TABLE
The simplicity of the Azura table speak to its robust construction and would 

pair well with any décor theme. Simple convenience, classic style.

DIMENSIONS: 760 mm (H) x 1510 mm (L) x 483 mm (W)  
CODE: AZURA CT w1D - ST13

Ksh. 93,000 (Inc) Ksh. 62,500 (Inc)

Ksh. 62,500 (Inc)
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TV CABINETS
DEKA CONSOLE TABLE

The Deka is a study in minimalist contemporary design. With graceful lines and metal 
accents for a modern luxurious appeal, it is a truly elegant piece.

DIMENSIONS: 760 mm (H) x 1240 mm (L) x 440 mm (W)  
CODE: Deka CT - ST 13

CAMILLA CONSOLE TABLE
The Camilla’s charming traditional style is evident at first glance. Its sturdy legs and 

smoothly finished surface will fit into any stately room or bustling family home.

DIMENSIONS: 760 mm (H) x 1510 mm (L) x 483 mm (W)   
CODE: Camilla CT - ST14-15 

TEXAS CONSOLE TABLE
This iconic Texas table is the epitome of minimalistic elegance. It combines a classic wood 

aesthetic with a modern structural design that will transform any space.

DIMENSIONS: 910 mm x 480 mm seat (H) x 2300 mm (W) x 1600 mm (D) 
CODE: Texas CT ND - ST13

AYAN TV CABINET  
The Ayan cabinet will fit perfectly into any space. With its large smooth top 

and capacious design, two side drawers and three shelving levels, it is perfect 
for all your entertainment and storing needs. 

DIMENSIONS: 610 mm (H) x 1360 mm (L) x 460 mm (D)  
CODE: AYAN TvC - ST13-1

Ksh.66,000 (Inc) Ksh.93,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 93,000 (Inc)
Ksh. 71,500 (Inc)
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AZURA TV CABINET
We made the Azura with seasoned wood and metal fittings that highlight its dark polish. With generous 

dimensions of two drawers and three shelving levels, it also boasts detailed grilled doors. 

DIMENSIONS: 610 mm (H) x 1360 mm (L) x 460 mm (D)  
CODE: Azura TvC - ST13

NUBIA TV CABINET
The low styling of the Nubia makes it perfect for smaller spaces but can work well with other pieces 

in larger rooms. Its mahogany structure has an airy design, three drawers and one open shelve.

DIMENSIONS: 560 mm (H) x 1510 mm (L) x 460 mm (D) 
CODE: NUBIA TV CABINET - ST13

BAR 
TABLES

KATRINA BAR TABLE - DARK    
This version of the Katrina is made of dark mahogany, the same 

square top and gentle curves. Classically elegant. 

DIMENSIONS: 1060 mm (H) x 800 mm (L) x 800 mm (W)   
CODE: Katrina BT - ST14-15

KATRINA BAR TABLE   
Elegance and honey-coloured wood make the Katrina bar 
table. It’s square top and gently curved sides pair well with 

any tall chairs or stools for a complete look. 

DIMENSIONS: 1060 mm (H) x 800 mm (L) x 800 mm (W)  
CODE: Katrina BT - ST13

Ksh. 72,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 71,500 (Inc) Ksh. 93,500 (Inc)
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BAR 
COUNTERS

VICTORIA BAR COUNTER  
Designed for those who love a generous counter-top, this Victoria bar counter will quickly become the centre of 

many occasions. You have two large drawers to store bottles and two smaller drawers for other bar essentials. 

DIMENSIONS: 1100 mm (H) x 1990 (L) x 530 (W) mm)  
CODE: Victoria BFC - ST13

BAR 
STOOLS

KARINA ROTATING BAR STOOL   
Elegance and honey-coloured wood make the Katrina bar table. It’s square top 

and gently curved sides pair well with any tall chairs or stools for a complete 
look. 

DIMENSIONS: 32 inches sitting height and 16 inches seat depth  
 CODE: Katrina BC - ST13

Ksh. 247,000 (Inc) Ksh. 50,000 (Inc)
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DORLA BAR CHAIR 
The Dorla bar char will complement your bar or breakfast counter perfectly. The 

tall high back and seat are cushioned for comfort. A button detailed backrest and 
textured fabric add a little modern elegance. 

DIMENSIONS: 1150 mm (H) x 500 mm (W) x 430mm (D)  
CODE: Dorla BC - ST13

ELSA BAR CHAIR 
The vibrance of the patterned upholstery and solid high back are the signature 

appeal of the Elsa. Enjoy the padded cushion that has a little texture for more detail. 

DIMENSIONS: 1070, 670 mm seat (H) x 500mm (D) x 400 mm (W)  
CODE: Elsa BC - ST13

SHOWCASES/
SHELVES

ASHANTI HALF-MOON TABLE    
Pair this statement Ashanti table anywhere for a great first 

impression. It is sleek, elegant and comes with a small drawer. 

DIMENSIONS: 450 mm (Radius) x 750 mm (H)   
 CODE: Ashanti HmT - ST13

Ksh. 44,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 44,000 (Inc) Ksh. 55,000 (Inc)
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BOOK 
STANDS

SERBIA BOOKCASE  
The Serbia is a cubed design bookcase that is delightful to look at. It can accommodate 

both smaller novels and larger coffee-table books and even a few potted plants. It is typically 
mounted against a wall but can also be a beautiful room partition. 

DIMENSIONS: 1850 mm (H) x 745 mm (W) x 350 mm (D)  
CODE: Serbia FsBc - ST13

BOOK 
SHELVES

JABALI BOOKCASE    
The Jabali is made of rich mahogany and is stacked in a majestic design. With 

contrasting shelve designs, you still have plenty of space but with an innovative 
modern approach.  

DIMENSIONS: 1850 mm (H) x 810 mm (W) x 310 mm (D)   
 CODE: Jabali WBc - ST13

AYAN BOOKSHELF    
Crafted with pure mahogany, the Ayan is a bookshelf that boasts exemplary 

design. Its multiple shelving levels and depth of 30cm provide ample space for 
storage or décor. 

DIMENSIONS: 200 cm x 85 cm x 30 cm   
 CODE: AYAN WmBc - ST13

Ksh. 64,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 63,500 (Inc)

Ksh. 64,000 (Inc)
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DINING ROOM
FURNITURE
Redefine fine dining with pieces that are designed 
to last years of greetings and gatherings. 
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AYAN DINING TABLE RECTANGULAR
One of our classics, the Ayan dining table, is also available as a 6, 8 or 10 

seater. The classic dark wood finish and lattice carved detailing, it becomes 
the perfect centrepiece for your dinners. 

DIMENSIONS: 750 mm (H) x 1830 mm (L) x 1030 mm (W) 
CODE: AYAN 6s - ST13, AYAN 8s - ST13

ACCRA DINING TABLE
The Accra is a beautiful round dining table with a revolving top. Its sturdy 

pillar-shaped detailed base adds a modern touch to your space. 

DIMENSIONS: 6 seater: 1500 mm diameter x750 mm (H) 
CODE: Accra RDT 8s - ST13

AYAN DINING TABLE ROUND
A different take on the Ayan dining table is the Ayan round. The revolving 

top is a convenient option and is removable for other occasions. It is 
available as a 5 or 6 seater and in 2 pack or matte finish. 

DIMENSIONS: 750 mm (radius) x 750 mm (H)  
CODE: AYAN DT - 1.5m (R) - ST13

AZURA DINING TABLE
The sturdily-built mahogany frame boasts the comfortably proportioned top of the Azura 

dining table. It can come with the option of a revolving top or not at your request. 

DIMENSIONS: 6 seater: 1580 mm (W) x 1580 mm (L) x 760 mm (H) 
CODE: Azura DT 8s - ST13,Azura DT 6s - ST13

DINING 
TABLES

Ksh. 176,500 (Inc) Ksh. 176,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 170,500 (Inc) Ksh. 165,000 (Inc)
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NUBIA DINING TABLE
We designed the Nubia with a beautiful, distressed finish that enhances the raw beautify of 

the mahogany. It is a wide and spacious table that is available as a 6, 8 or 10 seater. 

DIMENSIONS: 6 seater: 1090 mm (W) x 2000 mm (L) x 760 mm (H) 
CODE: Nubia DT 8S - ST13

KATRINA DINING TABLE
Boasting a large table-top and a gracefully curved base, the Katrina table is perfect for large families or 

gatherings. Available as a 6, 8 or 10 seater and can be customized in matte or 2 pack finish. 

DIMENSIONS: 6 seater: 1090 mm (W) x 2000 mm (L) x 760 mm (H) 
CODE: KATRINA 8S DT - ST13,KATRINA 6S - ST13

DEKA DINING TABLE
If your style is minimalist and clean, the Deka is the table for you. Its sleek 

geometric structure is as much a piece of art as it is a place host dinner parties. 
Available as a 6, 8 or 10 seater.

DIMENSIONS: 6 seater: 1090 mm (W) x 2000 mm (L) x 760 mm (H)  
CODE: Deka 8s DT - ST13

DINING 
CHAIRS

Ksh. 176,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 175,000 (Inc) Ksh. 130,000 (Inc)
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DORLA DINING CHAIR WITH BUTTONS
The Dorla dining chair will add a royal touch to your dining experience. With its splendid 
upholstery and enhanced button finish, it will complement any carved mahogany table.

DIMENSIONS: 950 mm, 480 mm seat (H) x 460 mm (D) x 510 mm (W)  
CODE: DORLA Dc - ST13

ELLA DINING CHAIR
We used an elegant fabric wrapped around a dark wood frame to add a neat 

elegance to the table. You’ll love the foam seat and soft padded backrest. 

DIMENSIONS: 960mm, 460 seat (H) x 470 mm (W) x 500 mm (D)   
CODE: Elsa Dc - ST13

AZURA DINING CHAIR
Strong solid mahogany frames the elegant Azura. With a gently curved wooden back and foam seat, 

this simply designed seat is at home in any space for years to come. 

DIMENSIONS: 1090 mm, 480 seat (H ) x 410 mm (W) x 440 mm (D)  
CODE: zura Dc - ST 13

EMERSON DINING CHAIR
Nothing says modern elegance like the Emerson. It has a modern-art silhouette 

and striking upholstery that is perfect for any sophisticated space. 

DIMENSIONS: 1070mm, 500 seat (H) x 470 mm (W) x 460 mm (D)  
CODE: Emerson - ST14

VICTORIA DINING CHAIR WITH ARMS
When you think of a piece with timeless charm, the Victoria comes to mind. It has an 

unusual oval backrest, a sotly cushioned seat and backrest upholstered in textured 
fabric and this one comes with arms. Now you can dine in luxury divine.

DIMENSIONS: 1040 mm back, 450 mm seat (H) x 580 mm (W) x 510 mm (D)  
CODE: Victoria Dc Wa - ST 14

CAMILLA DINING CHAIR
There is an essence of refined taste when you first glance at the Camilla. Its 

modern, sleek design and tiny intricate details are what invite you to sit longer. 

DIMENSIONS: 1050 mm, 450 mm seat (H) x 440 mm (D) x 450 mm (W)  
CODE: Camilla DC - ST13

VICTORIA DINING CHAIR
The original Victoria chair. Clearly timeless in design with its backrest and 

upholstered backrest with textures fabric. This version is without arms 
depending on your preference.

DIMENSIONS: 1040 mm back, 450 mm seat (H) x 580 mm (W) x 510 mm 
(D)   

CODE: Victoria Dc - ST 13 

Ksh. 39,000 (Inc) Ksh. 36,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 34,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 39,000 (Inc) Ksh. 32,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 43,000 (Inc) Ksh. 36,000 (Inc)
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SIDE 
BOARDS

AYAN SIDEBOARD WITH WINE RACK
Both practical and elegant in design is the Ayan cabinet. It has two vertical drawers, 

two lateral drawers and ample-spaced wine rack in the centre. 

DIMENSIONS: 900 mm (H) x 1530 mm (L) x 508 mm (W)  
CODE: AYAN SB - 1575070cm(h)-ST13

MALIA SIDEBOARD CABINET
The Malia cabinet is fashioned from solid mahogany, fitted with two vertical drawers, four lateral drawers and one shelving level to offer 

you plenty of storage. The drawers move with special mechanical rails for easy movement. Also available in a 2 pack finish. 

DIMENSIONS: 910 mm (H) x 1530 mm (L) x 510 mm (W)  
CODE: Malia SB - ST15

AZURA SIDEBOARD CABINET
Feast your eyes on the dark wood beauty that is the Azura cabinet. It has metal fittings for that 

classical look, five drawers and two vertical drawers that store a wine collection discreetly.

DIMENSIONS: 900 mm (H) x 1530 mm (L) x 508 mm (W) 
CODE: Azura SB - ST13

Ksh. 110,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 93,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 160,000 (Inc)
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CABINETS

AYAN CORNER CABINET
The Ayan cabinet is gorgeously crafted to display. It boasts three shelving 
levels at the top with bulb lighting to illuminate the display and framed 

glass doors. The lower level has 2 shelving levels and carved doors.  

DIMENSIONS: 750 mm (H) x 1300 mm (L) x 690 mm (W)  
CODE: Ayan CC - ST13

AZURA CORNER CABINET
If you need the perfect accent for your living or dining room, the Azura corner cabinet 
is a beautiful choice. It is built with solid mahogany, has three shelving levels and one 

large drawer. Turn on the little light at night for a lovely display.  

DIMENSIONS: 750 mm (H) x 1300 mm (L) x 690 mm (W)  
CODE: Azura CC - ST13

Ksh. 95,500 (Inc) Ksh. 95,000 (Inc)
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BEDROOM
FURNITURE
Indulge in superior quality craftsmanship. You and 
your personal haven deserves the decadence. 
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BEDROOMBEDS

PRETORIA KIND SIZE BED 
The Pretoria is a bed truly fit for a king. This generously proportioned bed 

made of dark solid hardwood oozes class and a touch of royalty. . 

CODE: BED - Pretoria - KING - ST13

DALLAS QUEEN SIZE BED
When it comes to simple classic design, the Dallas is the timeless choice. With pure 

mahogany wood and neat clean lines, it is always versatile no matter your décor. 

DIMENSIONS: 5 feet x 6 feet   
CODE: Dallas - Queen - ST13

MALIK QUEEN SIZE POSTER BED 
Made with beautiful mahogany and a sturdy frame, the Malik is a bed that lasts a 
lifetime or more. The wood is perfect for any mattress no matter how thick and its 

graceful detailing hints at intricate detailing.  

DIMENSIONS: 6 feet x 6 feet  
CODE: Malik PB - Queen - ST13

MALIK BEDSIDE CABINET 
Slide the dark wood Malik cabinet next to the Malik bed for a pair made in 
décor heaven. This cabinet has a single drawer and an open bottom shelf. 

DIMENSIONS: 600 mm (H) x 590 mm (W) x 450 mm (D)   
CODE: Zulu BSC - ST13

Ksh. 495,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 176,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 86,000 (Inc)
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MALIK BLANKET CHEST 
Add this stylish storage option for extra linen next to your Malik bed. It is 

constructed with solid mahogany and a foam padded top with delightful 
upholstery. 

DIMENSIONS: 460 mm (H) x 3710 mm (L) x 530 mm (W)    
CODE: Malik BChest - ST13

ZULU BEDSIDE CABINET 
A perfect pairing to the Zulu bed, the Zulu cabinet is generous 
in size with two drawers, sophisticated dark polish and ornate 

metallic fittings. 

DIMENSIONS: 700 mm (H) x 590 mm (W) x 450 mm (D)   
CODE: Zulu BSC - ST13

ZULU BLANKET CHEST 
If you’re looking for something with beautiful classic detailing 
and extra storage, this mahogany Zulu chest will look right at 

home next to your bed.  

DIMENSIONS: 460 mm (H) x 3710 mm (L) x 530 mm (W) 
CODE: Zulu BC - ST13

ZULU KING SIZE BED 
When bold style and fine luxury united, they formed the Zulu, a 

majestic piece you’ll know you deserved. Its fine detailing and proper 
craftsmanship add to its richness and its low height make it accessible to 

anyone. 

DIMENSIONS: 6 feet x 6 feet ; 5 feet x 6 feet  
CODE: Zulu - King - ST13-1

MALIA KING SIZE BED 
The Malia king size bed has a beautifully carved headboard with accent detailing to 

add something extra to the simple lines. Its sturdy wood will offer perfect support for 
any mattress. 

DIMENSIONS: 6 feet x 6 feet 
CODE: Malia Bed - King - ST13

MALIA BEDSIDE CABINET 
The Malia cabinet is an elegant little open shelf piece with a single drawer for essentials. The dark 

wood is beautiful against a warming bedside lamp and will add class to your space.  

DIMENSIONS: 600 mm (H) x 590 mm (W) x 450 mm (D) 
CODE: Malia Bc - ST13

MALIK KING SIZE BED 
Boasting a solid headboard made of sturdy wood and a hint of graceful 

detailing on the top, the Malik King will be in your home and the homes of your 
loved ones for years to come. 

DIMENSIONS: 6 feet x 6 feet  
CODE: Malik - King - ST13

Ksh. 46,000 (Inc) Ksh. 275,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 86,000 (Inc) Ksh.51,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 142,000 (Inc) Ksh. 148,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 43,000 (Inc)
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ACCRA BEDSIDE CABINET
Customize the Accra cabinet to your convenience. Choose from three 

drawers or one drawer and two open shelves depending on your storage 
needs and personal design. 

DIMENSIONS: 630 mm (H) x 650 mm (D) x 430 mm (W) 
CODE: Accra Bc - ST15

AMELIA BEDSIDE CABINET 
If you’re on the look-out for a little accent piece that serves as functional 

too, the Amelia is your bet. It is a solid piece with a linear design and ample 
shelving space. Subtle metallic fittings finish off its neat look.  

DIMENSIONS:600 MM (H) X 590 MM (W) X 450 MM (D)   
CODE: Amelia BC - ST13

ACCRA KING SIZE POSTER BED 
The Accra poster bed is the height of luxury. With a beautifully carved 

headboard, solid raised legs and elegant posts, add drapes for even more classic 
sophistication. 

DIMENSIONS: 6 feet x 6 feet  
CODE: Accra PBed - King - ST13

AYAN KING SIZE BED - PADDED 
You will rest splendidly on the Ayan bed. It is generously dimensioned and 
features a padded headboard with studded detailing. Available in a dark 

brown and light brown finish.  

DIMENSIONS: 6 feet x 6 feet  
CODE: Ayan Bed - PHB - King - ST13

AYAN BEDSIDE CABINET 
Enjoy the spacious drawer and double lower shelving the Ayan has to offer. Its 

lattice design, metallic handles and high-shine polish add an element of timeless 
style to this bedside piece. 

DIMENSIONS: 640 mm (H) x 510 mm (W) x 410 mm (D)   
CODE: AYAN BCBT - ST13

CAMILLA KING SIZE BED  
The Camilla bed is known for its minimalist lines, oversized headboard and 
pale textures upholstery. The button embellishments add a bit of glamour 

bringing the whole piece together nicely. 

DIMENSIONS: 6 feet x 6 feet    
CODE: Camilla King Bed - ST13

AYAN BLANKET CHEST  
You may feel like you’re in a grand hotel room with the Ayan blanket chest at your 

bed. It’s beautiful mahogany in dark polish and foam padded top with lattice 
detailing are sure to keep you enchanted.  

DIMENSIONS: 460 mm (H) x 3710 mm (L) x 530 mm (W)  
CODE: AYAN BC - ST13

DAISY BEDSIDE CABINET  
This Daisy cabinet goes perfectly with any minimalist or pastel theme. The 
pale blue is set off with antique metallic polish for an interesting contrast 

and comes with three spacious drawers.  

DIMENSIONS: 640 mm (H) x 510 mm (W) x 410 mm (D)    
CODE: DAISY BC – Wwash

Ksh. 43,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 43,000 (Inc) Ksh. 148,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 49,000 (Inc) Ksh. 86,000 (Inc)Ksh. 195,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 42,000 (Inc)Ksh. 175,000 (Inc)
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BEDROOMCHEST OF 
DRAWERS

AYAN TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS 
Sturdy, classic and elegant. The Ayan is a timeless chest of drawers with 

four long and two smaller top drawers that will suit any space. 

DIMENSIONS: 640 mm (H) x 510 mm (W) x 410 mm (D)   
 CODE: AYAN TC6D Wdd - ST13

SERBIA TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS    
Just as sturdy as its white counterpart, this version of the Serbia has a dark 

polish mahogany and double metallic handles that are a little more classic in 
feel.  

DIMENSIONS: 1210 mm (H) x 914 mm (L) x 228 mm (D)    
 CODE: Ayan Bed - PHB - King - ST13

SERBIA TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS-WHITE    
With its creamy white wood and dark top and metallic knobs, this version of 

the Serbia drawers stands out and tall. It has five large drawers giving you 
all the space you need.  

DIMENSIONS: 1210 mm (H) x 914 mm (L) x 228 mm (D)    
 CODE: Serbia TC5D - ST13

Ksh. 93,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 94,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 94,000 (Inc)
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BEDROOMDRESSING 
TABLE/SEAT MALIA DRESSING STOOL

The elegance of the Malia is evident whenever you take a seat. Pamper 
yourself on its foam cushion with soft upholstery and delicately curved 

legs. Pairs well with the Accra dressing table. 

DIMENSIONS: 1800 mm (H) x 1780 mm (L) x 520 mm (D)    
 CODE: Malia DS - ST13

ACCRA DRESSING TABLE 
Get ready the luxuriously way with the Accra dressing table. The 
generous dresser-top, six large drawers and four smaller drawers 
offer plenty of space for you. Malia dressing stool sold separately. 

DIMENSIONS: 1800 mm (H) x 1780 mm (L) x 520 mm (D)    
 CODE: Accra DT 01 - ST13

SERBIA DRESSING TABLE 
A lovely two-tone finish in cream and mahogany make the Serbia 
dressing table with the large framed mirror, utterly delightful. Its 

ample dresser-top and size drawers will house all your needs. 

DIMENSIONS: 1800 mm (H) x 1780 mm (L) x 520 mm (D)     
 CODE: SERBIA DsTL - ST15

Ksh. 27,500 (Inc)

Ksh. 160,500 (Inc)

Ksh. 160,000 (Inc)
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CUPBOARDS 
& CLOSETS

SERBIA WARDROBE    
Suit or dress up in style. The spacious Serbia wardrobe offers plenty of storage 

with five square shelves, one long shelf with a hanging rail and a drawer.  

DIMENSIONS: 1830 mm (H) x 1340 mm (L) x 610 mm (W)    
 CODE: Serbia WRB - ST13

SHOE 
RACKS

SERBIA SHOE RACK    
Enjoy the neat and ample space the Serbia shoe rack has to offer. It 
boasts double slatted racks to accommodate all kinds of shoes and 

mahogany top shelving that can double as a seat for wearing your shoes.  

DIMENSIONS: 430 mm (H) x 760 mm (W) x 340 mm (D)   
 CODE: Serbia SR - Ww-ST13

ACCRA SHOE RACK    
Carved from proper mahogany, the Accra shoe rack is tall, sturdy 
and offers eight levels of shelving for all the shoe-lovers out there.  

DIMENSIONS: 1830 mm (H) x 840 mm (L) x 320 mm (D)   
 CODE: Accra SR8c - ST13

Ksh. 70,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 75,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 48,000 (Inc)
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MIRRORS

MALIA CHEVAL MIRROR    
The tall standing Malia Cheval stands on two sturdy mahogany 
legs and mahogany frame. Its linear detailing on the top adds 

a touch of pizzaz to its bold modern style.  

DIMENSIONS: 770 mm (H) x 510 mm (L)     
 CODE: Malia Cm - ST13

AYAN MIRROR 
Mount the Ayan mirror on the wall and it might be confused for a work of art. It 
is large and is enhanced by the versatile chunky wooden frame that will fit into 

your room perfectly.  

DIMENSIONS: 770 mm (H) x 510 mm (L)    
CODE: Ayan Mirror - ST13

ACCRA MIRROR 
When your space needs to a touch of grandeur, the Accra will deliver. Its 

beautifully arched top and simple wooden frame are the definition of 
elegance. Place it on the floor propped against a wall for that statement look. 

DIMENSIONS: 900 mm (H) x 530 mm (L)   
CODE: Accra Mirror - ST13

MALIA MIRROR FRAME 
This simple but elegant mahogany Malia mirror frame has a hint of detail at the 

top and is the perfect complement to any full length mirror. 

DIMENSIONS: 1677 mm (H) x 635 mm (W)  
CODE: Malia MF - ST15

MALIK WALL-MOUNT MIRROR  
Known for its curved top and striking detailing, the Malik adds a majestic 

breath of fresh air to any wall. It is a full-length mirror that will be the 
accent in the room. 

DIMENSIONS: 1422 (H) x 558 mm (W)     
CODE: Malik Wm Mirror - ST13

Ksh. 40,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 27,500 (Inc) Ksh. 27,500 (Inc)

Ksh. 27,500 (Inc) Ksh. 27,500 (Inc)
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KIDS ROOM
FURNITURE
From sturdy cots to rocking chairs, you have 
all you need for your little one’s nursery. 
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BEDROOMBABY COTS

DEKA BABY COT 
With its gently curved sides and a deep centre, the Deka baby 
cot is perfectly sturdy for your little one. It has a luxurious firm 

mattress and two slender drawers for essentials. 

DIMENSIONS: 609 mm x 965 mm      
 CODE: Deka BCT - ST13

SERENITY COMPACT CRIB 
You will love the lightly coloured wood and compact lines of this crib. 

It is spacious and has sturdy bars that will keep baby out of harm’s 
way.  

DIMENSIONS: 1030 mm (H) x 710 mm (W) x 1000 mm (L)     
CODE: SERENITY 20 - MC - N3

ROYAL COMPACT DROPSIDE FOLDING 
The intelligent design of this crib allows it to transition easily from cot to day 

bed as your child grows. It has a free-flowing design with curved edges and a 
modern pine finish.  

DIMENSIONS: 1010 mm (H) x 660 mm (W) x 1000 mm (L)   
CODE: Royale 50 – T

Ksh. 20,880 (Inc)

Ksh. 82,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 20,880 (Inc)
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BEDROOMSEATING

DEKA ROCKING CHAIR  
With its beautiful hardwood structure, gently curving back and 

raised armrests, the Deka rocking chair has a low and inviting seat 
that will be the perfect addition to your nursery or any room at all.  

DIMENSIONS: 1100 mm (H) x 500 mm (D) x 620 mm (W)       
 CODE: Deka Rc - ST13

STUDY 
TABLES

SERBIA STUDY TABLE     
Add this chic Nordic-style Serbia study table to your home office or for your kids to study on. It has 

a slim drawer and an open-concept structure that won’t clutter your space.  

DIMENSIONS: 750 mm (H) x 1300 mm (L) x 690 mm (W)    
 CODE: Serbia SD - ST13

Ksh. 65,000 (Inc)
Ksh. 67,200 (Inc)

Ksh. 36,000 (Inc)
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WHITE 
FURNITURE 
SECTION

SERBIA BEDSIDE CABINET (WHITE) 
The Serbia cabinet is beautifully crafted in exemplary design. It lightens your 

room, has three drawers and a combination of whitewash finish with solid brown 
knobs.   

CODE: Serbia BC – BRW 

SERBIA TV CABINET(WHITE) 
This spray-painted TV cabinet features 5 drawers with beautiful dark knobs 

and handles that offset its beautiful white wood finish. 

CODE: Serbia TVC – BW

SERBIA TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS(WHITE) 
With its creamy white wood and dark top and metallic knobs, this version of the 

Serbia drawers stands out and tall. It has five large drawers giving you all the 
space you need.  

CODE: Serbia TC5D - White

DEKA BUNK BED(WHITE)  
Light up your kids room with this mahogany white-painted bunk bed. It is 
decadently structured featuring a beautiful staircase and an extra pull out 

that can transform into a bed or storage. 

CODE: Deka SBB - BR.WHITE

Ksh. 48,000 (Inc) Ksh. 94,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 300,000 (Inc)Ksh. 132,000 (Inc)
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KATRINA SOFA - WHITE 
This is the white, modern and eye-catching version of the Katrina. It is a 

bold statement piece that offers exceptional comfort. Available in 3, 2 and 
single seaters.  

CODE: Katrina-2s,Katrina-3s,katrina-1s

AYAN COFFEE TABLE - WHITE  
The Ayan coffee table is combination of white and brown creating a striking 

contrast. Its wide open surface complement its open bottom shelving superbly.   

CODE: Ayan CT- BW - ST15

AYAN CONSOLE TABLE - WHITE  
The Ayan console table is stylishly made with its pair of solid mahogany 

legs and an elegant combination of white and brown finishes.  

CODE: Ayan CT- BW - ST15

AYAN COFFEE STOOL - WHITE  
The exquisite Ayan coffee stool stands like an elegant pillar in your space. 

It makes a lovely pairing with the Ayan coffee table.  

CODE: Ayan CS - BW - ST15 

Ksh. 187,000 (Inc) Ksh. 93,000 (Inc)

Ksh. 103,000 (Inc) Ksh. 50,000 (Inc)
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CONTACTS

NYAHERA ROAD, OFF LUNGA ROAD, NAIROBI KENYA

TEL: 020 556870 / 556780  I  WIRELESS: 0202 2494665

CELL: 0782408123 

EMAIL: maurice@ashut.com
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